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About Us

About Us
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Sunny Art Centre

Sunny Art Centre
The Sunny Art Centre is a creative hub located on the historically rich Gray’s Inn
Road, only a minute’s walk from Chancery Lane tube station. The history of this
location is particularly important to the identity and standards to which the gallery
unwaveringly aspires. The Honorable Society of Gray’s Inn dates back to 1370 and
was also home to Sir Francis Bacon as well as being where Shakespeare first performed his plays. We house exquisite paintings, sculptures, ceramics, antique furniture, and many other unique artworks.
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Sunny Art Centre

Our Art Centre has an extensive collaboration experience with
large-scale institutions and enterprises including the BBC, ITV,
SKY TV, Selfridges & Co, HSBC, Giorgio Armani, Givenchy,
Southbank Centre, Royal Academy of Arts, the School of History and Cultures at the University of Birmingham, PwC, Harrods
and many others.
The Centre also offers specialised art consultancy and art rental
services for businesses and individuals. Similarly, we also offer
a tailored art consultancy service for contemporary artists to
help them sell their artworks.

Sunny Art Centre
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Sunny Art Centre

Our aim is to bring the beauty of art to life through
an extensive exhibition programme, educational
courses and corporate services. These allow us to
stimulate debate, address questions of cultural diversity and reach out to a wider audience.
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Sunny Art Centre

The Chinese Art Market
We are constantly working to develop and build upon our strong ties with the
Chinese market. We regularly participate in art fairs and trade shows, and we
organise exhibitions in collaboration with our partners’ galleries. This enables
us to introduce artists to new market possibilities as well as expand the reach
of their artworks. Moreover, we work in conjunction with Chinese national institutions provide artists with a platform to communicate their ideas. Talks, conferences and lectures are organised with institutions such as the National Art
Museum of China, China Central Academy of Fine Arts, Today Art Museum and
the Beijing Institute of Fashion Technology, encouraging dialogue between artists and international audiences.
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Sunny Art Gallery

Sunny Art Gallery
Our contemporary art gallery is one of London’s leading prestigious art spaces
with two floors of stunning exhibition space, as well as large display windows.
Prestigious fine art collectors and professional artists in particular have
contributed to our collection.
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Sunny Art Gallery

Sunny Art Gallery strives to represent the most unique
and innovative artists who aim to push the boundaries
of visual art. Our curatorial philosophy is to celebrate
cultural diversity by bringing together artists from all over
the world. We represent both emerging and established
artists working with a wide range of media, including
painting, sculpture, ceramics, jewellery, and mixed media.
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Sunny Art Gallery

The art gallery frequently hosts free group and solo art exhibitions several times a year, as well as
forums and lectures which allow artists and art students to share knowledge and network amongst peers.
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Sunny Art Gallery
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Sunny Art Gallery
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Sunny Art Gallery
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Sunny Art Prize

Sunny Art Prize
The Sunny Art Prize is an international art competition hosted
by Sunny Art Centre, London. This fine art award is a global
platform, giving an opportunity to emerging and established
artists to showcase their talents to a wider audience.
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We aim to display artistic and cultural diversity to the
international art scenes of London, Beijing, Guangzhou
and Macau. Sunny Art Award will promote an exchange
in creativity between Western and Eastern cultures.
We are looking for a variety of submissions which can
range from two-dimensional works such as paintings,
drawings and photographs, to three-dimensional
sculptures, ceramics and jewellery.

Sunny Art Prize
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Sunny Art Prize

Art Prize Exhibition
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Sunny Art Prize

Exhibition and Gallery

Haidian District Beijing Centre

AIP Guangzhou Centre

Blanc Art Gallery

Opened to the public in July 2015 and located
in the Haidian District, the Centre was designed
by Zong Dong and Liang Jianguo to represent
the new generation and the classical tradition of
Chinese architecture together.

Located at F Zone of Guangzhou Redtory Art
& Design Factory, it is one of the contemporary
art galleries in the globally famous Redtory art
district. The gallery is built in a light industrial
style building and accommodates various art
activities.

Founded in 2013 and operating discreetly in the
commercial and financial district on the Macau
peninsula, Blanc Art’s mission is to promote
great and innovative artists and to nurture the
best artistic talent from around the world.
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Sunny Art Prize

Art Residency and
Charity Activities

Artists Residency Programme
Sunny Art Centre in collaboration with our partner –
Redtory Art & Design Factory – launched a new residence
programme for artists. This international project provides
artists, curators and academics with the opportunity to
create work while living in the Redtory Art and Design
Factory (Guangzhou, Beijing).

The Sunny Art Children’s Prize
Along with The Sunny Art Award 2017, Sunny Art Centre
promotes the first edition of Sunny Art Children’s Prize.
The Sunny Art Children’s Prize encourages creativity and
allows children from developing countries to work with
their imagination.

International Volunteer Teaching Programme
Education has the power to transform the future and it is
crucial to promote sustainable teaching developments
for all levels and sectors. Throughout history, the arts
have played an important part in society. Positive impacts
justify the importance of arts education in stimulating
critical thinking along with a wide range of skills.
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London Pop Up Art Fair

London Pop Up Art Fair
The London Pop Up Art Fair is hosted by Sunny Art Centre in the heart of the
city London. This art fair is intended to be a launch pad for the very best young
and emerging artists from across the UK and the world. You will be able to
immerse yourself in a place filled with many different contemporary artists, from
painters, illustrators, graphic designers, 3D artists, to ceramic and jewellery
designers, you will explore a great gamut of practices.
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London Pop Up Art Fair

The Pop Up Art Fair is scheduled every three months and
takes place over a whole day, typically a Friday. In particular,
the fair will give you a chance to mingle with a variety of talented artists and art enthusiasts. Our expert team of curators
constantly works to bring the best cutting edge artists whose
practise are not only local but national and international as
well. We hope to promote a relaxed environment where artists and guests can spark up conversations about their practice, artworks and all areas of the creative world.
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Pop Up Art Fair Exhibition

London Pop Up Art Fair

Our mission is to make art available to wider audiences and to allow individuals
to explore and also collect the art that they love. This event is, therefore, open
to everyone. Whether you are an art lover or a collector you can be sure you
will find the finest rising artists.
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Sunny Art Education

Sunny Art Education
Here at Sunny Art Centre, we encourage all to follow their individual creative
paths and therefore offer a wide range of art courses throughout the year. We
offer advanced art courses and workshops by professional artists and drop-in
classes for students of all ages and skill levels. Our art classes include drawing
classes, painting classes, life drawing classes, mixed media art classes,
Chinese painting classes, and Chinese calligraphy classes. Our teachers have
been educated at the finest art academies including the Florence Academy of
Art, the Ecole Nationale des Beaux-Arts in Paris and Central Saint Martins,
UAL, London. and among many others.
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Sunny Art Education

Furthermore, we provide portfolio preparation courses for
those who would like to continue their studies in art education
and follow the path of the visual arts. Our Course Support
for International Art Students also provides guidance for
international students that would like to apply for higher and
further education in the UK.
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With a client base of over 2,000 registered
students, the response from students has
been incredible. We have been shown great
support and enthusiasm in our selection of
programmes that strive to connect people
and ideas from all over the world.

Sunny Art Education
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Our Vision

Our Vision

Our vision is to provide a thriving hub which enables you to let
your imagination flow into your artwork. We seek to promote
art accessibility, and exhibit the work of both emerging and
established artists from diverse cultural backgrounds.
We hope that our creative space will inspire you to expand your
artistic horizons and give you the freedom to express yourself.
Our art and design shop is aimed at those who wish to bring
elegance and beauty into their homes and lives.
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Services

Services
Sunny Art Centre offers corporate art packages including: team
building workshops, tailored product branding, creative marketing
activities, cultural experience workshops, television program sets,
and fine art appreciation tours.
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Corporate Services

Corporate Services
Our corporate services range from one time sessions
lasting a few hours, to a series of activities spread
over multiple weeks. We can host our workshops at
our venue or can alternatively provide services at
your premises.
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Creativity & Branding Package

Creativity & Branding Package
With social media and advanced strategies in advertising,
it can be difficult to attract new audiences with traditional
marketing ideas. With our in-house artists and creative
team, we can add sophistication to your products and services through our creative edge and ingenuity. Through
art, our team will provide advice and solutions on rebranding and developing new concepts for your branch or subbrands. There are endless possibilities with art, and your
corporation will benefit from a whole new level of promotion which will reach audiences on a more personal level.
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Cultural and Collaborative Package

Cultural & Collaborative
Package

With our established Chinese painting and calligraphy Masters, we are able to create a brand new
experience for clients’ business meetings and
promotional events, framed through Chinese and
Eastern Asian culture.
Following the Chinese calendar, full of festivals
and customs, our artists will design an exciting
and unique package bridging the East and West,
culturally and in business.
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Innovation & Leadership Package

Innovation & Leadership
Package
Our team has designed innovative one-day or shortterm creative workshops which will allow management
and general staff to enjoy the benefit of critical thinking
and problem solving from an artistic angle. Through
observation, interaction, and conceptual discussions,
we hope to get participants to see objects and situations from new positions and viewpoints. We guarantee a staff training session that is not only entertaining
but also intellectually stimulating and motivational.
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Special Occasion Package

Special Occasion Package
Our studio and gallery are open for event hiring, which will enable businesses to fully enjoy their specially tai- lored packages. Our team offers onsite services includ- ing art-based workshops, fine art appreciation tours,
and internal or public collaborations. This package is suitable for those
businesses that need an expansion of the previous packages.
Our team has been fully trained in order to provide cus- tomers with a great
variety of exciting and innova- tive projects. We offer a package tailored for
customers who wish to celebrate special occasions with creative activities.
For example, we offer the opportunity to take part in a London art tour,
which can last from one to nine days, that will bring the customer to places
where they will fully experience the thriving artistic scenes. We also offer a
variety of on-site services including art- based workshops on activities such
as painting, draw- ing, mixed media and many more.
These events and workshops can be organised in con- junction with the
services offered in the other packag- es. Additionally, this package provides
the opportunity to organise private parties and events in our gallery venue, which will be fully immersive creative experiences.
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Drawing & Painting Workshop Pack

Drawing Workshops Pack

Our drawing pack is designed to provide an accessible creative environment
suitable for any level and skill. We tailor each workshop in order to engage
with a variety of themes and materials. In particular, we can help you to master using materials including char- coal, graphite, pastel, and many more. We
can also provide you with a great selection of themes and subjects to choose
from, either in our gallery space or en plein air, which can be arranged in specific locations around London. At the same time, you can draw and imitate old
and modern masters by choosing to hold your workshop in one of the major
art museums that the city has to offer, including the British Museum, the National Gallery and Tate Britain.

Painting Workshops Pack

Our painting workshops are suitable for anyone who wants to explore their
creativity. Whether you are a business, an enterprise or simply a group of
friends looking for a creative and fun activity, we have the workshop for you.
We organise our painting workshops around different themes and locations.
Moreover, we hold regular en plein air sessions or life painting sessions with
life models. You can choose to use any medium you want from acrylic and
watercolours to oil paint. Our painting workshops are designed to provide an
exciting and inspiring experience.
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Chinese Calligraphy and Paining Workshop Pack

Chinese Calligraphy Workshops Pack

Our master calligraphers come from the most renown calligraphy schools.
These workshops can provide your group with an exciting and unusual experience. In particular, our calligraphy workshops are tailored for those that would
love to take part in a relaxing and meditative activity. In fact, it is widely known
that cal- ligraphy workshops are one of the best ways to exploit your creative
potential by freeing your mind from life’s problems and stress.

Chinese Painting Workshops Pack

Along with drawing and painting workshops our expert team also in- cludes
established tutors who can provide you with a relaxing yet crea- tive experience. Throughout our Chinese painting workshops we inspire the customer
to free the mind through delicate floral patterns, typical of traditional Chinese
painting.
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Art Rental Services

Art Rental Services
Art collecting can be a difficult task. Our Rent an Artwork service is
designed to make the process of collecting art accessible. Whether
you’re investing or collecting for pleasure, no matter what the reason, we provide a flexible program to make starting or furthering
an art collection easier.
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Art Rental Services

By working with employers, collectors, and art lovers, we help to enrich their working or
home spaces by providing links to artworks that are stimulating and unique. When faced with
deciding to purchase an artwork or not, we help by providing everyone with an opportunity to
try an artwork first. To see if it fits their requirements and desires.
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Art Rental Services

We offer the chance to rent artworks for periods of time that
can be from 1 month to stretching several years. Giving
you the flexibility to engage and interact with the artwork
and see how it affects your space. There’s no need to worry if the artwork is not suitable for the environment, as the
scheme enables you to swap out your rented piece for another. The Sunny Art Centre offers a wide gamut and oeuvre
of art pieces from a multiplicity of practises and media.
Our new service is a great way for you to add some stunning artwork to your home or business. This programme
was born out of a desire to help businesses establish a
more creative environment to boost employee morale, and
to help our artists reach a wider audience.
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Event Venue Hire

Event Venue Hire
Sunny Art Centre brings style, and sophistication to your private or
corporate event, impressing your guests from the moment they enter. Located in Holborn, London, and only a stone’s throw from the
Chancery Lane Underground Station, our Art Centre offers a beautiful art venue for hire for corporate events, workshops, meetings,
conferences, product launches, pop ups, or private events.
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Event Venue Hire
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Event Venue Hire

Welcomes: photography studio / corporate functions / art workshops / product launches / meetings / exhibitions / conferences / theatre / filming location / private events / award ceremonies /

press releases / product showroom / classrooms / art exhibitions / pop-ups / everything on two
open floors gallery space with lots of natural light.
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Event Venue Hire
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Art & Design Shop

Art & Deign Shop
Our art and design shop is located right in the heart of the City of
London. It houses some of the best artworks by international artists
sourced from all over the world, here gathered to showcase their
jewellery, ceramics, paintings, sculptures, prints and illustrations.
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Our philosophy is to enable emerging and
creative artists to display the best of their
work while at the same time trying to keep
their display fresh with new, cutting edge
designs. Every month new artists keep joining
us and those that are already displaying with
us, keep contributing with new and fresh
collections and series of work.

Art & Design Shop
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Art & Design Shop
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Art & Design Shop
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Fine Jewellery Collection

Fine Jewellery Collection
Our one-of-a-kind, custom designed jewellery collection includes
some stunning high-end earrings, bracelets, diamond and precious stone rings, and necklaces for your celebratory occasions.
Make one of these extraordinary pieces your very own.
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Fine Jewellery Collection

Our creations balance a gem’s beauty and rarity, with elegance and contemporary design. Our designers draw inspiration from a strong historical legacy and modern themes using
a wide range of gems such as emeralds, sapphires, pearls
and diamonds combined with precious silvers and golds. Our
jewellery collectors source vintage jewellery from all over the
world in order to provide a greater variety of choice.
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Fine Jewellery Collection
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Fine Art Consultancy

Fine Art Consultancy
The fine art consultancy service provides professional advice and
a comprehensive service in fine art purchases. An understanding
of gallery systems and auction houses, the ability to resource
suitable artworks tailored to the individual needs of our clients. This
has included a diverse spectrum of Modern Masters, Impressionist,
Cubist and Realist artists.
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Fine Art Consultancy

It can be a selection from different art periods from our clients
refined and required tastes of art such as: Italian Renaissance,
Northern Renaissance, Neo-impressionism , Classical Realism,
Romanticism, Rococo, Baroque, Post-impressionism, Art Nouveau,
Surrealism, Abstract Expressionism, Bauhaus, Minimalism,
Contemporary, Pop Art, Conceptual Art, and aPostmodern Art.
We specialise in assisting our Asian client base, introducing them
to bespoke European artworks and displaying what the Western
art market has to offer to the East. In particular, we have resourced
for clients in Shanghai, Beijing, Macau, Guangzhou. This tailored
sourcing of artworks can range from public scale shopping mall
openings to more personal requests for a clients own private
collection.
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Fine Art Commission

Fine Art Comission
Sunny Art Centre is able to help people who want to commission a portrait and other bespoke artworks by one of our many
talented artists.
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Fine Art Commission

We maintain our excellent service through:
* Unparalleled experience and market insight when dealing
with portrait commissions for UK and International Clients
* Representing the best and most consistent portrait artists
* Understanding the individual needs of our clients
Whether you intend to commission a portrait of yourself,
a member of your family or a friend, we will mediate with
your selected artist and arrange all of the finer details.
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London Art Tour

London Art Tour
The London Art Tour is a 9-day trip full of exciting and
informative events in which you will explore the art world
in the core of the business capital. You will have the rare
opportunity to spend time being taught about many areas of the art world in private settings, with the aim to give
you the full capacity to expand your knowledge and widen your understanding.
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Gallery Representation & Promotion / Artist Consultancy / Art Agent

Gallery Representation & Promotion /
Artist Consultancy / Art Agent
Art doesn't sell itself, someone needs to sell it.
Not only will our consultants at Sunny Art Centre represent you and
promote and sell your artworks but also build your reputation and skill set
as a professional artist. Unlike other art galleries and art consultancies,
Sunny Art Centre is also a place for artists and industry professionals to
network and learn new skills.
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Gallery Representation & Promotion / Artist Consultancy / Art Agent

In fact, we encourage artists to take part in
our public art events, teaching, and private
and public commission opportunities.
Recent artist commissions include a live
public performance at Somerset House in
collaboration with non-profit organisation
The People Who Share.
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Gallery Representation & Promotion / Artist Consultancy / Art Agent

Promotion
Take advantage of our connections and networks.
Get help in building and managing your website, from
photos of your work to marketing solutions.
Learn how to promote, market and sell your artwork
online with help from industry professionals.

Networking
Lots of event and commission opportunities in the U.K
and abroad.
Access to events and networking opportunities to
strengthen your ties with the art business world.

Exhibition and Commissions
Exhibit your work in our group shows and exhibitions
organised with partner galleries
Access to opportunities such as private and public
commissions with large institutions.
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Our Clients

Our Clients

Our vast experience includes working
on behalf of leading corporations and
institutions such as the Royal Academy
of Arts, Selfridges & Co, Harrods, Giorgio
Armani, Freshfields, HSBC, ITV, Viktor&Rolf,
PricewaterhouseCoopers ( P W C), SKY TV,
BBC Worldwide, amongst many others.
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Contact

Contact
For general enquiry please contact:
info@sunnyartcentre.co.uk
A: 30 Gray's Inn Rd, London, WC1X 8HR
T: 0044+(0)2086165990
E: info@sunnyartcentre.co.uk
W: sunnyartcentre.co.uk
Tube: Chancery Lane Station (Central Line)
Bus routes: 25, 8, 242, 521, N8

